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Followers of the Way, as I see it we are not different from Sakya.    What do we lack for 
our manifold activities today?    The six rays’ divine light never ceases to shine.    See it in
this way, and you’ll be a man who has nothing to do his whole life long.

Rinzai Roku ch. 10

As I went on and on about yesterday, we are existent beings who have 
developed consciousness.    Probably some of you are thinking, if we hadn’t de-
veloped this ability to know, this way of knowing, then we wouldn’t be suffering as
much as we do.

I also have felt the same way myself.    But, we have developed this ability 
to know, and there’s nothing we can do about it, so we’d just better get used to it. 
So we must solve all of our problems through dealing with this ability to know 
which we possess.

Human beings cannot find peace unless they, using this function of know-
ing, can know where they came from and where all beings go back to.    Without 
knowing this origin, this root source from which we come, and without knowing in 
what way we disappear, we hide back in this root source, human beings simply 
exist, doing what they like, following their whims.

We are in this world of the present, and so it’s incumbent upon us to enjoy
it, and also to strive to do our best.    But this world of the present, this present 
day is not going to give us everything that we hope for, all of our dreams.

The standpoint of the human being is that, as well as understanding the 
principle of the origin, it must also understand the principle of this present mo-
ment.    We are appearing here in the present, and we become older and finally 
pass away.    We must all also understand the principle of this aging and passing 
away.    So it becomes this clear looking into, first the principle of the origin which 
we appear from, and then the principle of this world which we are existing in.    
We must clearly know the principle upon which this activity of growing older and 
then passing away acts.

This world of ours is a world in which we inevitably appear, and we also in-
evitably do the activity of hiding.    This place which we hide in and we find peace 
in, this is the very same place which was our origin.    It’s Buddhism which urges 
us to look into this activity which gives birth to the self.
As I said yesterday, when you really look into it, you see that the foundation of 
this origin from which everything appears is these two activities, opposing one 
another and then separating, opposing one another and separating again, over 
and over again.

Zen practice is the investigation of this origin, and we can name these two 



activities tatha-gata, thus-going, and we can also call that the object; and tatha-
agata, thus-coming, and we can call that the subject.    These two activities of 
tatha-gata and tatha-agata are not residing in the world of substance.    They are 
activities.    This repetition of oneness and then contrasting, or facing of these two
activities is what we call the state of the root source, or the origin.

We can use the words host and guest, or subject and object, and say that 
this activity is the repetition of the oneness and the separation of host and guest. 
We can borrow words from other kinds of scholarship.    We can simply call it plus
and minus and say that the origin is the repetition of the oneness and separation,
or the oneness and contrast of plus and minus.    It’s very difficult to really con-
template, to really have wisdom into this state of the origin.

This oneness and opposition of subject and object gives rise to a place, 
and the things which are existing in that place are in no way ever separate from 
that place.    This is the conclusion that we reach.    Another way to say it is that 
the place where the object is acting is the very same place as the place that the 
subject is acting.

If we look at electricity, I’m not really an expert on the activity of electricity, 
but if we look at it, we can see that this is just how it is.    There is no place sepa-
rate from the object.    There is no place separate from the subject.    The wisdom 
that clearly knows this is what we call zen practice.    What I want to leave you 
with is that, although there’s a lot of zen, popular zen out there, that this is what 
I’m teaching.    This is Tathagata Zen.

Inevitably the subject and object separate.    This is different than simply 
opposing one another in the state of the origin.    It’s different.    The word we use,
opposition or contrast is different than separation.

When a couple is facing one another, they’re not separate.    They haven’t 
separated.    But when the couple actually separates from one another, then in 
between them is born this incomplete space, this kukan.    This interesting way of 
interpreting it is what we call Nyorai Zen.

A couple may be in the state of facing one another, but this is different 
than the state of separation.    But when the couple separates, the husband and 
the wife are divided.    When complete separation has occurred, then in between 
the husband and the wife there is born space.

True space is the universe, is the universe itself.    When this true space, 
when this cosmos has been limited, then we say it’s incomplete space.    We can 
never see true space.    We can never see with our eyes the true cosmos.    What 
we can see is this limited space, this material space.    This way of thinking is the 
standpoint of Nyorai Zen.

What we are looking at, what we are all looking at is the limited space.    
This limited space which has appeared between the husband and the wife is the 
beginning, the very source of all existent beings.    This incomplete space, exis-
tent things, this self appears receiving equally from tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    
So now I think you understand clearly in what way the self is born.    Just why 
does this state of the origin separate?    We really have to talk about this, but I 
don’t think I’ll get into it much right now.

Existent things are appearing with this limited space as their very body.    



As    I always say, this thus-going activity, this father activity, we can say that it 
begins having 0.5 power, and it gives 0.0001 of its power to the born child.    In 
the same way, the mother, we can say has .5 power, and she gives equally of 
herself to give birth to the child.

Why are men and women equal?    If they weren’t equal, then separation 
would never occur.    Because they are equal, then they are able to separate, and
a child can be born.    When the father is looking to the west, the the mother is 
looking to the east and they are opposing one another.    But since they are 
equal, this state of separation will inevitably occur.

If the father was stronger than the mother, then the mother would simply 
always just be pulled along by the father and separation would never happen.    
Because man and woman possess the same amount of power, then separation 
is possible.    This is the way of being of our world.

How does this self actually appear?    It appears from receiving 0.0001 of 
the mother’s power as well.    These existent things which have appeared, as 
their content they are possessing equally the activity of tatha-gata and the activity
of tatha-agata.

Nowadays I don’t think that you have been taught this at school, and you 
certainly probably haven’t naturally come upon this way of thinking yourself, but 
in the old days, before the development of science this is how it was explained.

At the same time, simultaneously with the birth of the self, this origin di-
vides. Tatha-gata and tatha-agata split.    The tatha-gata activity, for example, 
has now become 0.49999.    It is no longer a pure functioning of tatha-gata.    The 
mother is the same.    Simultaneously with the birth of the child, the mother no 
longer is doing the pure activity of thus-coming.    She has now become 0.49999.

We can say that the origin of substance or matter is this no longer pure sit-
uation.    When the thus-going activity of tatha-gata is no longer pure, that is when
we name it father.    And the mother is the same way.    When the tatha-agata, 
thus-coming activity is no longer pure, that is when we name it mother.

What about the self which has been born?    Because the self possesses 
both tatha-gata and tatha-agata, you can say that the self is in nature the closest 
to the state of the origin, but since it only possesses these activities incompletely,
then it is still an incomplete self.    This self, this incomplete state is in the state of 
substance or shiki, rupa.

Before birth, mother, father and child were all united together in this state 
of the origin.    This is a state that no one can see, and there is no necessity to 
see.    If we want to compare it to something, although gas is just another kind of 
form of existence, we could say that it was similar to this, to gas.

This state of the source is a state where there is no substance.    Mother, 
father and child have completely melted themselves into it.    But this state of the 
source is, as I said yesterday, acting, functioning.

When the state of the source has gathered everything together into one 
point, we can call this situation the state of holiness, silent holiness.    The self 
has not yet been born here, and so no one can see this.    We can also say that 
it’s a situation where there is no need to see anything.

We say that this is the manifestation of muni.    This muni is the same muni



as in the name Shakyamuni, the historical Buddha, and it means silent and holy.  
This Siddhartha who was born into the Shakya tribe in India, because he experi-
enced this muni, as the founder of Buddhism he was called Shakyamuni.

According to Buddhism and Nyorai Zen, everyone, through evolution and 
development, can become no different that this Shakyamuni.    This isn’t just hu-
man beings.    Plants, bugs, birds, fish, animals, all existent beings are manifest-
ing muni, and in so, finding peace.

It’s okay to believe that peace of mind comes from believing in God, but 
this isn’t how we look at it in Buddhism.    What we say is that through unifying ev-
erything into this silent holiness, this is how peace of mind occurs.

This born self, what does it eat in order to grow and develop?    All of you 
have been born.    What did you eat in order to grow?    When the self is born, the 
mother and father, or tatha-gata and tatha-agata simultaneously are born.

As long as we are incomplete we will always be looking at tatha-agata 
transformed into mother within us, and tatha-gata transformed into father outside 
of us.    Both of these activities aggressively make relationship with the born self.  
The tatha-gata, thus-going activity, plus activity has the nature of expanding, and 
through this expansive activity makes relationship with the self.    The tatha-agata
activity has the nature of contracting, and through contraction makes relationship 
with the born self.

When the self is able to make relationship with the mother and father, we 
say that the self is eating father and eating mother, and through this eating is de-
veloping.    There is no food other than this.    Mother and father become food and
give themselves to the child.    But a lot of problems come up right here.

Although mother and father make relationship with child, they also mani-
fest separating from the child.    When the parents separate from the child, the 
child cries and says, “Don’t go.    Don’t leave me.”    Isn’t this the way it is?    
Mother and father are the ones that are feeding you, and so when mother and fa-
ther start moving away from you, you don’t want them to leave.

Because mother and father are, as their nature, opposing functions, 
through this opposing functioning they nurture the child, but also through this 
functioning of opposition, they also separate from the child.    To kanbo into this, 
to really contemplate this is very difficult, so I ask you to get serious about your 
zazen and contemplate this.

When the child’s belly is full, then both mother and father separate from 
the child.    When we talk about the state of the origin in Buddhism, we can also 
say that this state is complete wisdom, or complete knowing.    That’s why it’s dif-
ficult to contemplate.

The state of silent holiness is the state of complete wisdom.    Other than 
this manifestation of complete wisdom, there is no appearance of muni, silent ho-
liness.    So we say the state of the origin is complete perfect wisdom.

We say then that the born child has as its content an incomplete function-
ing of wisdom.    As I said before, the father has only the function of tatha-gata as 
its content.    And the mother can only do the function of tatha-agata.

We can say that the father has the activity of wisdom which knows the 
world of the future.    It does not have the complete activity of wisdom.    The 



mother is the activity which gives rise to, brings into being, the past.
When the child is completely one with mother and father, then this is bliss,

this is happiness.    But when the parents separate from the child, the father takes
all its wisdom back, and returns to the world of the future.    The mother as well 
steals back all the wisdom which she has given to the child and returns to the 
world of the past.    That’s why the child is crying.

These are the very activities that brought the self, the child into being, the 
activity of knowing the future, the activity of knowing the past, the activity of 
bringing the past and future into being, these are what have been taken away, 
and so the child is crying.    But, if the self has matured to the point where it pos-
sesses the wisdom to know that in this situation it must return all the wisdom 
which father has given it to father, and all the activity of knowing which mother 
has given it back to mother, and through this returning back to the parents, it dis-
solves itself.    It negates itself.    So the self inevitably will experience this activity 
of no self, of not having a self.

According to Nyorai Zen, although when you are an infant you don’t un-
derstand this, as you get bigger and you mature, then inevitably you will have this
experience of negating the self, of having no self, and experiencing the world of 
mother and the world of father.    Without giving yourself to father, without giving 
yourself to mother, the wisdom that “I am mother;    I am father,” will never come 
up.

The reason why I’m saying this is that, first I want you to understand, this 
is what zen practice is, although to actually contemplate this, to fully see this it 
takes years and years of zazen.    Through the repetition over and over again of 
this activity, and through the development and maturation of the self, the self 
eventually comes to be able to stand upon the father’s viewpoint and the 
mother’s viewpoint.

This is when the wisdom finally comes up where we can say the self is 
looking upon the self.    Man looks upon woman and thinks, “Woman is my self,” 
and conversely woman thinks, “Man is my self.”    We say this is a newly born 
state of the origin.    This is the self looking upon the self, and so this is also the 
activity where the activities of oneness and opposition are repeating themselves.

Existent things, selves inevitably appear, and just as inevitably they will 
manifest a new state of their source, and within this process the self will appear 
and disappear, appear and disappear.    So I expect that you now clearly under-
stand this principle, that the self appears and also disappears.

As I just said, the state of the source inevitably brings forth a new state of 
the source, and we can say that the state of the source of one gives birth to the 
state of the source of two, two to three, three to four, four to five.    If you really 
understand this principle, then there won’t be even a speck of dissatisfaction.

What Rinzai is saying here is that those that really know this are no differ-
ent than the historical Shakyamuni.    Everyone is born from the state of the root 
source and expands and manifests a new state of the source.    But to really 
know this principle is a very difficult thing.    We can never say that it’s easy.

There’s a koan:    when you look at a flower, you’re already manifesting 
one true nature with this flower.    Without truly passing through this koan you 



won’t be able to understand this principle.    It goes without saying that one true 
nature is a manifestation of muni, silent holiness.    This muni is the activity which 
has no desire and no will.

To manifest Joshu’s Mu, to manifest one true nature, if this manifestation 
has any will involved in it, then we can say that it isn’t the real thing yet.    If you 
do your zen practice by manifesting imitations, then it’s still the standpoint of the 
human being.    Without the function of consciousness disappearing, without the 
necessity to manifest consciousness going away, then it’s impossible to manifest 
this one true nature.

What Rinzai is saying here is, “What I am saying is exactly the same as 
what the historical Buddha said.”    All of you are speaking every day.    You talk 
so much it gives me a headache, it’s so noisy.    I want you to become such peo-
ple that you can also say, “What I say is no different than what the historical Bud-
dha said.”


